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data structures in c by padma reddy pdf free download,. data structures in c by padma reddy, data structures by padma reddy pdf, data structures by padma reddy pdf, download data structures by
padma reddy, data structures in c, data structures by padma reddy, padma reddy.Q: Bad news: jQuery isn't working on a responsive site My site is responsive, but my jQuery stopped working once I
added the responsive feature. It's located at: I've been searching for a solution for days, but it appears that there isn't a solution for this (though I've seen that jQuery doesn't work with responsive sites,
but most of the answers to those questions didn't work). I've tried everything! I've tried loading jQuery in the footer, I've tried loading jQuery in the head, I've tried using different versions of jQuery,
I've tried testing the code on JSFiddle and on my own server. Nothing works! Does anyone know how I can get jQuery working again? This was previously all working perfectly, it's just when I added
the responsive feature, my jQuery stopped working! A: You're missing jQuery file First thing to check is the version of jQuery you're using. For that, open your console and you will see some errors:
Failed to load resource: net::ERR_FAILED In your case, since you are using jQuery file, it's because it's not loading. It's important to check what's wrong with it because if you load it in the wrong
version it will break your application. Then check if you have the right version of jQuery included in your file. You can find it in your footer file: jQuery CDN You also have a non-minified version of
the library included. If you have a version of the library that supports modularization you should use that (assuming your jQuery file was minified) Then check if jQuery's presence is configured in
your plugin properly: Make sure to remove any version of jQuery that you're not actually using. When you include jQuery you will include version 1.7.2: The plugin includes version 1.7.2 Then check
that your CSS is properly configured for responsive: Make sure that you're adding
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